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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of United States Provisional Application Serial

No. 60/772,280, filed on February 9, 2006, which is incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention is directed generally to determining machine storage

capacity requirements. In particular, the present invention relates to effective management

of future storage capacity needs by tracking current and historical usage and utilization,

facilitating a better understanding of existing storage usage and utilization, and enabling

scenario planning for prediction of future storage requirements.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] Storage usage in general is growing, and growing rapidly. Applications of all

types consume ever-increasing amounts of storage, and the consequences of running out of

storage— room for an application to store data—can be catastrophic. At a minimum the

application will cease providing some of its functions. In a severe case the application will

fail, which may, in turn, cause the associated business functions to fail. Thus, businesses are

forced to continually add storage and maintain a safety margin. Yet the costs for storage



must be taken into account—additional storage implies additional dollars. A challenge,

therefore, is to effectively balance the need for more storage with the need to control costs.

[0004] Conventional storage management tools provide a picture of current capacity—

what storage is available now, and are there any problems, as defined by user policies, that

exist at the moment. Some of these tools may also provide historical logs of the data. These

are, by and large, reporting tools, with pre-determined analysis capabilities. They typically

collect information through the use of invasive software or other methods that must be

permanently loaded on the systems from which the tool collects information. This collected

information may be applied against standard or user-defined policies to provide indications

of issues or problems that already exist. A user is typically not provided with specific,

actionable data that indicates the types of actions that might be required, today, to prevent

storage capacity problems in the future.

[0005] One conventional approach is the use of basic enterprise management tools such

as Unicenter by CA; Tivoli by IBM; and OpenView by Hewlett Packard. While the

information gathered by these tools may be broad, they are basic monitoring and reporting

tools, limited to providing information about current needs and data.

[0006] Another approach involves storage resource management tools, which are

narrower in scope than the general enterprise management tools. They provide some basic storage

management capabilities, e.g. provisioning, but again, are limited to providing a view of current data

only.

[0007] Network and processor capacity tools are an additional category of conventional

tools in current usage. While they provide capacity information, they are specific to

processor and/or network performance and, again, are limited to a current view.

[0008] In addition, conventional approaches lack flexible association mechanisms.

Current tools enforce pre-defined views of the elements being managed. There is no



method by which a user can group or associate items to facilitate additional planning and

action.

[0009] Current tools provide a fixed set of query capabilities that restrict a user to

gaining only the level of understanding that the tool supports. There is a very limited

ability, if any, for the user to freely query the tools data to gain information or analysis that

is meaningful. Their information basis is limited to technological data and does not take

into account business metrics.

[0010] Thus, there is a need for an easy-to-use tool that provides users with query-able

access to current, historical and predicted data as well as strong analysis and forecasting

capabilities, and which is adaptable to specific business metrics.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] The present invention enables methods and systems for capacity management

planning of electronic systems storage. Features of the present invention include a non¬

invasive data discovery and collection mechanism, an adaptive grouping mechanism, a

flexible analysis mechanism, predictive modeling and forecasting mechanisms, and a

business metric and correlation mechanism.

[0012] To facilitate ease of deployment and eliminate the possibility of affecting the

systems being measured, a system in accordance with the present invention does not

require additional new tools persistently located, or resident on the entities from which data

is gathered. And, since each customer's environment is different and changing, an adaptive

grouping mechanism is provided that is flexible and can mirror the changing environment

of the user.

[0013] To help the user achieve a thorough understanding of his environment and a

model for its future needs, a flexible query methodology is also provided.



[0014] And, because a focus on obtaining information solely from the storage in

question does not provide the level of detail nor an understanding of outside influences

required to truly forecast needs in electronic storage, a system of the present invention

therefore incorporates business level data in conjunction with the storage environment

history to provide accurate levels of prediction and forecast.

[0015] A system in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention includes a

discovery engine that ascertains the availability of collectable entities. A collection engine in

turn gathers information from and about entities discovered by the discovery engine. A

grouping module groups together entities according to parameters specified by the user.

An analysis and forecasting module allows a user to create, modify and save forecast

scenarios from which a model is generated by a modeling module. Correlations can be

identified between specified key business metrics and historical data. Once a model has

been created, a forecast is generated and can then be analyzed using Bold Freehand

Extrapolation, time-series analysis, and business trend-based forecasting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] Fig. 1 illustrates a system for providing storage capacity management in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0017] Fig. 2 shows a detailed view of a supervisor module in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0018] Fig. 3 shows a detailed view of a persistent repository with integrated schema

mechinism module in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0019] Fig. 4 shows a detailed view of an analysis and forecasting process module in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.



[0020] Fig. 5 shows a detailed view of a collection and discovery processes module in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0021] Fig. 6 shows a detailed view of a user interface process module in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0022] Fig. 7 shows a single segment BFE graph with its constituent parts in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0023] Fig. 8 shows a view of an extended, multi segment BFE graph with its constituent

parts in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0024] Fig. 9 shows a view of a data model mapped against an original data series in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0025] Fig. 10 shows a sample view of a forecast with its constituent parts in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0026] Fig. 11 provides an operational flow of a discovery process in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0027] Fig. 12 provides an operational flow of a collection process in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0028] Fig. 13 illustrates a method for performing dynamic grouping in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention.

[0029] The figures depict preferred embodiments of the present invention for purposes

of illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following

discussion that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein

may be employed without departing from the principles of the invention described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION



[0030] Fig. 1 illustrates a system 100 for providing storage capacity management and

planning in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0031] System 100 includes one or more host systems 10. Each host system 10 includes

one or more processors and software applications, and one or more local 20 or remote

storage elements 21, 22 are connected to host systems 10 directly 21 or indirectly 22 though a

switching fabric 30.

[0032] System 100 also includes a discovery/collection (DC) module 1000; a server

module 3000, including a relational database subsystem, known as a persistent repository

with integrated schema mechanism) (PRISM) 4000; and client module 6000.

[0033] Server module 3000 interfaces to discovery/collection module 1000 via a DC

interface 2000 as well as to the client module 6000 via a client interface 5000.

[0034] Discovery/collection module 1000 includes a collection engine 1200 and a

discovery engine 1100. Discovery engine 1100 in one embodiment includes industry

standard interface protocols, e.g., ICMP/Ping, etc., to ascertain the availability of collectable

entities. Collection engine 1200 in turn may include a collector module for hosts 1210

and/or storage and infrastructure subsystems 1220. Host collector modules 1210 gather

several sorts of information from the enterprise environment including file systems 1212,

applications 1213, volumes and devices 1211. Storage and infrastructure collection modules

1220 include interconnect collectors 1221 and storage device collectors 1222. Each of these

collection modules may operate in parallel and independently of the others. Standard IO

protocols, including WMI, SSH, SNMP, etc., are used to gather information from relevant

entities without requiring invasive software on those entities. The collected data is

processed by a correlation engine 1400, which handles a multitude of associations, including

the determination of applications to file systems, logical volumes or local devices; and then



on to physical device correlations. Both the raw data and the correlated data are then

mapped using the data base schema by mapping process 1300.

[0035] DC interface 2000 enables the running of multiple DC processes 1000 and the

ability to locate them remotely and distinct from each other.

[0036] Server module 3000 is a set of processes that perform core services. Server

module 3000 includes an analysis and forecasting process 3100, a supervisor 3200 and a

relational database schema and interface module (PRISM) 4000. Supervisor 3200 provides

basic support and infrastructure functions for system 100. PRISM module 4000 provides

views, stored procedures and basic support for a relational database that contains raw and

formulated data. Analysis and forecasting engine 3100 contains forecasting and modeling

services.

[0037] Client interface 5000 provides system 100 with the ability to run multiple client

processes 6000, locating them locally on the same system that contains server module 3000

processes, or remotely and distinct from each other.

[0038] Client module 6000 includes a browser 6100, a workbench 6200, a dashboard

6300 and UI 6400. Browser 6100 provides a user with several views including various lists

of entities that have been collected, associations that have been formed and queries and

forecasts that have been generated. Workbench 6200 provides the user basic interaction and

manipulation features including those necessary to form associations, set up various forms

of user interactions including notifications and tasks, to query the repository, and to create

scenarios and models for forecasting and analysis. Dashboard 6300 provides summary

information, as chosen by the user, including views of analysis data as well as notification

and task data.

[0039] Fig. 2 provides a more detailed illustration of components of supervisor process

module 3200 in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Supervisor 3200



includes several basic services and infrastructure support layers. Supervisor 3200 uses

messaging interface layers 3280, 3281 to connect to other aspects of the system. Supervisor

message interface 3281 supports both data collection interface 2000 and the client interface

5000, and analysis and forecasting process interface 3010. One service provided by

supervisor 3200 is a message router and control service 3280. Message router and control

service 3280 parses system messages and routes them to the correct destination, if other than

the supervisor. Routing and message control is done in a reliable fashion ensuring both

message delivery and a response to the originator.

[0040] A process configuration and control 3210 service handles starting, stopping and

management of other system services. Scheduler 3230 provides management of tasks that

were scheduled by the user and may in turn trigger actions by other tasks. Scheduler 3230

additionally provides initiation and control of various background tasks, e.g., forecast

updates, post collection data manipulation, background queries, etc., which are used for the

ongoing system models and actions. Notifications and tasks service 3240 handles actual

processing of the various actions including notifications and tasks, e.g., sending e-mails,

placing items on a user's task list, etc., which may occur in response to calls from scheduler

3230. SQL generator and query builder process 3250 takes input from other modules

including the client workbench queries function 6220 (Fig. 6) and generates a flexible,

configurable SQL statement that can either be applied directly to the database 4100 within

PRISM module 4000, saved for scheduled execution, or retained as an aspect of background

processing. Installation and license manager service 3260 handles the various installation

and startup operations and facilitates ongoing checks and updates of licensed code.

Database (DB) manager (Mgr) 3270 in conjunction with DB interface 3271 provide the

interface layer services for supervisor to PRISM database 4100 accesses.



[0041] Fig. 3 illustrates the internal make up and interfaces of PRISM 4000 module in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. Persistent Repository with

Integrated Schema Mechanism (PRISM) module 4000 includes relational database 4100 with

an integrated schema 4300 and a set of stored procedures 4200, along with a DB interface

adaptor 4400, which provides support for supervisor interface 3020. Schema 4300 includes a

set of tables 4310, rules 4340, views 4320 and indices 4330. These define the structure of the

data, how it is treated and its external views. The data is organized in one embodiment as a

set of raw data tables 4313, data and master definition tables 4311, processed values tables

4312, discovery and collection control tables 4314 and meta data and configuration tables

4315. The set of stored procedures 4200 operate on these tables using the views and indices,

and include basic sets of proprietary functions and algorithms. The peak, average and last

(PAL) and growth procedures 4210 handle much of the raw data table 4313 processing

providing the processed values 4312. The summary and mapping functions 4220 provide

for data structures that are used by the views as well as the SQL generator processes 3250.

The task/notification/query procedures 4230 work in conjunction with the supervisor

notification and tasks procedure 3240, the SQL generation 3250 and the scheduler 3230

processes. Procedures used for house cleaning, maintenance and general management are

considered as miscellaneous procedures 4240.

[0042] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating analysis and modeling processes module 3100.

Analysis and modeling processes 3100 include a systems message interface 3110, an analysis

and modeling (A&M) control 3120 and a set of modeler 3130 process, forecast engine 3140

(or engines) and analysis engine 3150 (or engines) functions. Systems message interface

3110 can send or receive messages from the various other systems components via the

supervisor message and routing control 3280. Message interface 3110 provides the

request/response and message parsing logic used for handling and interpreting messages

for the analysis and modeling processes 3100. A&M control 3120 process accepts messages



or tasks and provides basic interpretation and control required to implement the requested

actions and provide the necessary response data. Modeler 3130 process provides several

proprietary functions that wrap forecast 3140 and analysis 3150 engines. Analysis 3150 and

forecast 3140 engines, in turn, provide the detailed analytical functions necessary to provide

the A&M 3100 function with its detailed mathematical features.

[0043] Fig. 5 provides an illustration of discovery/collection (DC) module 1000 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. DC module 1000 includes a

message interface 502, a DC control and configuration function 1500, several discovery and

collection modules— device discovery engine 1800, third party collector interface 1900,

agentless protocol interface 1700, third party agent interface 1600; each with several

supported protocols and technology interfaces—a correlation engine 1400, a mapper 1300

and a DB interface adapter 504. Message interface 502 can send and receive messages from

the various other systems components via the supervisor message and routing control 3280.

Message interface 502 provides the request/response and message parsing logic required for

handling and interpreting messages for the data collection and discovery processes 1000.

DC control and configuration process 1500 accepts messages or tasks and provides basic

interpretation and control required to implement the requested actions and provide the

necessary response data. DC module 1000 additionally includes several collection engines

tailored to various interfaces, protocols and collection or discovery methodologies.

[0044] Device discovery engine 1800 can collect from a single unique IP address or a

range (or ranges) of IP addresses using standard SNMP, ICMP, or WMI 1810 protocols.

Device discovery engine 1800 can also interface directly with existing configuration and

control services including, but not limited to DNS, Radius and DHCP 1830; and can also

use a port scanning mechanism 1820.



[0045] The information gathered is used to determine the existence and nature of the

various collectable entities available to the system. The third party collector interface 1900

utilizes third party APIs such as the well-known SymmCLI interface from EMC to collect

directly from various network accessible entities and other applications, e.g., storage

subsystems 1910 such as those sold by EMC, IBM, and Hitachi; enterprise and storage

manage software 1920 such as from CA, Tivoli, and Openview; and filers 1930. Agentless

protocol interface 1700 uses standard networking protocols such as SSH 1740, SNMP 1710,

SMI-S 1720, or WMI 1730 to query and gather general and specific information from hosts,

servers, filers, storage subsystems, network devices and other electronic elements. Third

party agent interface 1600 can be used to collect information from other vendors' resident

agents or applications, including mail servers and database systems, for example. The

collected information is then processed by correlation engine 1400 prior to being mapped

into the PRISM DB schema 4300 for deposit into the relational database 4100 by mapper

process 1300 via its internal DB interface adaptor 504 .

[0046] Fig. 6 provides a detailed view of client module 6000 in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention. Client module 6000 includes a message interface

6020, a client control and configuration process 6010, a workbench 6200 with several

supported processes, a dashboard 6300 with several supported processes, a browser 6100

and a client UI 6400. Message interface 6020 can send or receive messages from the various

other systems components via the supervisor message and routing control 3280. Message

interface 6020 provides the request/response and message parsing logic for handling and

interpreting messages for the client processes 6000. Client control and configuration process

6010 accepts messages or tasks and provides the basic interpretation and control to

implement the requested actions and provide response data. Workbench 6200, dashboard

6300 and browser 6100 provide the basic functionality presented through the actual client

GUI 6400. Workbench 6200 includes viewer 6210, queries 6220, forecasting 6230, correlation



6240 and grouping 6250 functions, while the dashboard includes watch list 6310,

notifications 6320 and tasks 6330 functions.

Discovery, Collection and Correlation

[0047] To enable flexible, predictive and other types of analysis, data must first be

obtained representing the entities being analyzed and their related parameters. One place to

gather such information is from the entities themselves, in one embodiment as continuing

series of data representing both the current state of the entity and its history. As noted

above, system 100 includes various types and forms of computing systems 10, e.g., hosts,

servers, and filers, which may have dedicated, internal storage 20; directly attached 40,

external storage 21; or external storage 22 connected via a network 50, 30. The computing

systems may include one or more different file systems, databases and other end user

applications.

[0048] An additional place to gather information is from the related business itself, for

the true driver of storage needs is the business and it, in turn, is driven by its goals. It is

thus advantageous to understand the business objectives and how they relate to storage

usage to provide an effective capacity planning solution.

[0049] To collect from this environment necessitates that system 100 have an

understanding of what is to be collected and from where. This entails some form of

discovery operation which gains an understanding of the scope and nature of the entities

available from which data can be gathered as well as a link to the repository for business

metrics and goals. System 100 includes this functionality, which is characterized by a high

degree of flexibility, putting the discovery scope and mechanism under user control.

[0050] System 100 includes one or more discovery control files (DiscoControlFile)

mechanism, generated by the user, to control discovery operations. This control file defines



the scope and manner in which discovery is handled by DC module 1000. The control file in

one embodiment specifies a range or ranges of IP addresses; a set of host names; locations of

enterprise servers that contain enterprise systems information, e.g., domain DNS, enterprise

radius server, etc.; and the location of an external file that provides the discovery

parameters. In alternative embodiments, more or fewer items may be specified in the file.

DC module 1000 can be run interactively, in real time, by the user or as a background task.

[0051] The discovery process in one embodiment provides a resulting set of status and

results that not only provide feedback to the user but can be used to automatically generate

and adjust a subsequent collection process.

[0052] In addition to understanding the nature and mechanism of what should be

collected, system 100 gathers current data on a regular, prescribed basis from the specified

entities and the related business. A collection process of system 100 performs this task in

one embodiment using a non-invasive methodology that requires no installation or

persistent residence of processes on the collected entities that are dedicated to the collection

task, while offering a high degree of flexibility and which can be run interactively in real

time by user, or as a background task. Data is preferably collectable from a combination of

the user, the infrastructural components of the environment, and from the business itself.

The collection process in one embodiment receives the output of the discovery process

above, which allows a user to adjust the scope of collection by adding newly-discovered

entities and removing those that no longer exist.

[0053] Finally, system 100 correlates the collected data such that inter-relationships can

be melded into the system's understanding of the data, its environment and the business.

The inter-relations, i.e. association of the end user, or application, to actual storage usage,

and subsequent correlation to key business metrics provide for truly effective capacity



management that details not merely what should be added, but why, when and of what

type.

[0054] The correlation 1400 and mapping 1300 processes of system 100 in one

embodiment are non-invasive, requiring no processes dedicated to system 100 to be

persistently on the collected entities themselves. They provide a heuristic system for

correlating the complex relationships involved in an enterprise storage environment,

correlating users to applications to storage. They may run on a user specified basis as a

background task, and include an ability to meld user supplied correlations with those

determined automatically by system 100.

Discovery Flow

[0055] Fig. 11 provides an operational flow of a discovery process of system 100 in

-accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0056] System 100 initially queries 1102 the user at the beginning of the user-initiated

discovery process via UI 6400 to determine whether to use an existing previously-defined

control file or instead to use a new control file. If the user indicates that a new file is to be

used, system 100 obtains 1104 criteria for the new file. In one embodiment, criteria includes:

An IP address, or a range of IP addresses that system 100 should discover;

A host name or a set of host names that system 100 should discover;

An IP address or host name for the encompassing environment's configuration

management system(s). These are systems that are used by the environment to

manage names, addresses, and account information for elements within the

enterprise, e.g. DNS, DHCP, Radius etc. System 100 can use the information

contained in these management servers to seed the discovery process; and

A complete file path for an external file containing parameters that the system's

discovery processes can use to seed the discovery process.



[0057] As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, more or fewer criteria can be

included in the new control file.

[0058] If the user indicates that he wishes to use an existing control file, he then specifies

1106 a file to be used and is given an option 1108 to edit 1110 the file in order to add or

change any of the criteria specified by the file.

[0059] In an alternative embodiment, instead of using control files for the discovery

process, criteria is specified as a database table, for example located in PRISM database 4000.

[0060] Next, the user specifies 1112 whether the discovery process should run

interactively or via a set schedule. If the user indicates that a schedule should be used, the

user then specifies 1114 what the schedule should be. In one embodiment, the parameters

specified by the user include the frequency with which the schedule should run, e.g., daily,

weekly or monthly; and a start time, including a time of day and, if the schedule is weekly

or monthly, a day of week or of the month on which to scan. Once the schedule is specified,

system 100 waits 1116 for the scheduled time to arrive.

[0061] If the user specifies that the process should run interactively, or once the

scheduled time has arrived, discovery engine 1100 uses the information in the control file to

query 1118 the enterprise environment to look for the existence of and type of entities

indicated by the control file. Discovery engine 1100 then takes the data obtained from the

query and generates 1120 a status and results file, indicating success of the individual

discoveries. Discovery engine 1100 then passes the status and results files, which in one

embodiment are the same file, and in an alternative embodiment are two or more files, to

server 3000 via DC interface 2000. Server 3000 stores 1122 the status and result files to

PRISM repository 4000 and routes the message to client 6000 via client interface 5000. Client

6000 then uses UI 6400 to provide 1124 the resulting status to the user. In an alternative

embodiment, rather than using status and results files, discovery engine 1100 updates tables



in PRISM database 4000, and passes a message to client 6000 with the location of the

updated tables, or if the location of the tables is pre-specified, only an indication that the

tables have been updated need be passed.

[0062] Once the discovery process has concluded, the user can use the discovery results

to create or update a collection control file (CollexControlFile) manually or automatically.

Collection and Correlation Flow

[0063] Fig. 12 provides an operational flow of a collection process of system 100 in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0064] System 100 initially queries 1202 the user at the beginning of the user-initiated

collection process via UI 6400 to determine whether to use an existing previously-defined

control file or instead to use a new control file. If the user indicates that a new file is to be

used, system 100 obtains 1204 criteria for the new file. In one embodiment, criteria includes:

An EP address, or a range of IP addresses with access parameters;

A host name or a set of host names with access parameters;

A set of application identifiers with access parameters;

Location of enterprise servers that contain enterprise systems information, e.g.,

domain DNJS, enterprise radius server, etc.;

Location of an external file that provides the collection parameters; and

Specific DiscoCollexFiles references.

[0065] As will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, more or fewer criteria can be

included in the new control file.

[0066] If the user indicates that he wishes to use an existing control file, he then specifies

1206 a file to be used and is given an option 1208 to edit 1210 the file in order to add or

change any of the criteria specified by the file.



[0067] Next, the user specifies 1212 whether the collection process should run

interactively or via a set schedule. If the user indicates that a schedule should be used, the

user then specifies 1214 what the schedule should be. In one embodiment, the parameters

specified by the user include the frequency with which the schedule should run, e.g., daily,

weekly or monthly; and a start time, including a time of day and, if the schedule is weekly

or monthly, a day of week or of the month on which to scan. Once the schedule is specified,

system 100 waits 1216 for the scheduled time to arrive.

[0068] If the user specifies that the process should run interactively, or once the

scheduled time has arrived, collection engine 1200 uses the information in the control file to

question 1218 the enterprise environment, gathering information requested for the entities

specified by the control file. Collection engine 1200 then takes the data obtained from the

query and generates 1220 a status and results file, indicating a degree of success of the

individual collections, success being a measure of whether a response was received from the

entity. In one embodiment, the status file indicates the degree of success or failure of the

individual collections, while the results file provides the actual collected data, for example

size and usage information. Collection engine 1200 then passes the status file to server 3000

as a message via DC interface 2000. Server 3000 saves a copy of the status to PRISM

repository 4000 and routes the message to client 6000 via client interface 5000. Collection

engine 1200 next passes the results file to correlation engine 1400 and to mapper 1300, as

well as to PRISM repository 4000 via DB interface adapter . Client 6000 then uses UI 6400 to

provide 1224 the resulting status to the user, if requested.

[0069] In one embodiment, the collection control file is created using output of the

discovery control file. The user may, manually or automatically, use the results of a

previous discovery process to update or seed the collection control file. When performed



automatically, this allows the user to collect from newly discovered entities and stop

collecting from those that may no longer exist.

[0070] Once the collection process has concluded, the user has the ability to use the

collected and correlated results as part of analysis and capacity planning operations, as

described further below.

Grouping

[0071] System 100 enables a method of organizing around, or adhering to a user's

associations and way of thinking about storage environments, which enables him to analyze

his data in such a way that his questions align themselves with his natural view of his

enterprise.

[0072] System. 100 enables a flexible and adaptive association mechanism. Groups and

associations are not defined by static lists of elements. Instead, the user has total control

over a rules-based association mechanism that defines group membership. The association

mechanism allows a user to:

[0073] Specify permanency of group membership;

[0074] Nest groups;

[0075] Create public groups that are available for other users, or private groups for sole

use of the creator;

[0076] Use semantic as well as logical error checking to ensure that the user has not

created a non-sensible group, e.g., one that would always return NULL; and

[0077] Automatically generate supporting data tables characterizing the usage and

utilization of the group.



[0078] Fig. 13 illustrates a method for performing dynamic grouping in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention.

[0079] When a user initiates the dynamic grouping process through UI 6400, the user

indicates 1302 whether he would like to create a new group or modify an existing one. If the

user indicates that he would like to create a new group, then workbench 6200 and grouping

module 6250 are invoked to carry out the creation of the new group. Grouping module 6250

allows the user to select 1304 a scope of items to use for the new group. In one embodiment,

the user can specify that everything known to the system should form part of the group.

Alternatively, the user can select a subset of entities to form the group. In another

alternative embodiment, the user can select an existing group to be nested within the new

group. After selecting the scope of the group, the user then creates 1306 a rule for selecting

entities to add to the group. In one embodiment, a rule is of the form:

[0080] Return X from Yif [rule parameters]
where X is any specific entity or element type, and

Yis an existing group or entire scope of known entities
Rule parameters are specific attributes known by system 100 (either

collected or determined) relevant to the group and entity or element
type.

[0081] For example, a rule might be of the form "return all hosts from the Fresno data

center where OSType =Windows"; or "return all volumes from the group of Windows hosts

in Fresno where usage exceeds 100 gigabytes".

[0082] After the user has specified the rules for the group, he then adds 1308 parameters

for the group. In one embodiment parameters include whether the group is public or

private; if public, whether it is to be readable and writeable or only readable; and whether

the group is active, i.e. its rule is to be evaluated after each collection.

[0083] Next, the user in one embodiment can choose to test 1310 the group rules and

determine the resulting group memberships. In one embodiment, the new or modified



group information provided by the user via UI 6400 is sent via client interface 5000 to server

3000, which saves the group information in PRISM repository 4000. Server 3000 uses SQL

gen/query builder process 3250 (Fig. 2) to translate the rule provided by client grouping

module 6250 into a SQL statement that it then passes to PRISM 4000 for evaluation. PRISM

4000 returns any valid results to server 3000, which in turn composes a message back to

client 6000 with the results, and those results are then displayed 1312 to the user. In one

embodiment, if no valid entities matched the rule conditions, then NULL is returned.

[0084] Following the test, the user can save the group data, in which case server 3000

stores the data in PRISM 4000. In one embodiment, the group rules and the actual SQL

statements are stored along with the group parameters. Further, in one embodiment, the

actual group members are retained until the next group update or collection occurs. In

addition, PRISM in one embodiment uses its stored procedures 4200 (Fig. 3) for peak,

average and last (PAL) and growth 4210 to create a roll up for the group members, as

specified by the saved rule, that in one embodiment includes:

[0085]
• Peak collected usage and utilization data for the current day, for an

aggregation of the group members;

• Average collected usage and utilization data for the current day, for an

aggregation of the group members;

• Last usage and utilization data for the current day, for an aggregation of

the group members;

• Standard deviation from average, for usage and utilization data, for the

current day, for an aggregation of the group members;

• Change, in usage and utilization, over the previous 1, 7, 30, 90 and 180

days



[0086] The resulting output from the PAL and growth 4210 stored procedures are then

retained in processed values table 4312 within PRISM repository 4100.

[0087] If, at step 1302, the user chooses to modify an existing group, he may first modify

1314 the scope of the group; modify 1316 the rules; and modify 1318 the parameters, as

described above. Next, he may choose to test 1310 the modified group settings also in the

manner described above.

[0088] For those groups that are marked as active, supervisor 3200 in conjunction with

PRISM 4000 updates the group membership based on the latest collected data. In one

embodiment, this begins with data discovery/collection module 1000 informing supervisor

3000 upon completion of a collection process. Supervisor 3000 then informs PRISM 4000

that a collection has been completed, and PRISM 4000 uses stored procedures 4200 to

update the group membership and modify the PAL and growth table entries (if another

data collection for that day is already in place), or add another row (if this is a new day).

Any items that are new to the group are then flagged so that the user can easily identify the

new items upon subsequent review.

Forecasting

[0089] System 100 allows a user to create, modify and save forecast scenarios via client

UI 6400. A scenario may include one or more models; statistical relevance data; a resulting

forecast; key business metrics and trends; and correlation data.

[0090] When a user uses client browser 6100 to initiate a forecast scenario, the user first

indicates whether to use a new or existing scenario. A scenario in one embodiment includes

a historical data series; a modeled data series generated from historical data series analysis

or through one or more correlations; a forecast data series; and various model, correlation

and forecast parameters such as a desired confidence level, forecast horizon, etc.



[0091] If the user indicates that he wishes to use an existing scenario, then system 100

presents the user with a list of existing scenarios from which to choose. Alternatively, if the

user chooses to create a new scenario, then workbench 6200 and forecasting module 6230

(Fig. 6) are invoked to carry out the creation of the new scenario.

[0092] Next in creating a new scenario, the user selects the scope of historical data from

a list provided by client browser 6100. The scope defines a set of elements, entities or

groups against which the model and resulting forecast are created.

[0093] Forecasting module 6230 next obtains modeling parameters from the user. In

one embodiment, one modeling parameter specifies which aspect of a selected data series is

to be used. Each element or entity has a plurality of data aggregations from which to

choose, including:

Peak collected usage and utilization data for the current day, for an

aggregation of the group members;

Average collected usage and utilization data for the current day, for an

aggregation of the group members;

Last usage and utilization data for the current day, for an aggregation of the

group members; and

Standard deviation from average, for usage and utilization data, for the

current day, for an aggregation of the group members.

[0094] Another modeling parameter specifies which view to apply to the group, entity

or element chosen earlier. In one embodiment, choices include generating a model for each

individual member of the group; or generating a model based on a rollup of the group data,

with the rollup done before or after model generation.

[0095] Another modeling parameter specifies a historical time period with which to

work, including a starting date and an ending date.



[0096] An additional modeling parameter specifies which data series types to analyze.

The specified group, entity or element may have data represented by different data series

types, which in one embodiment include:

[0097] Usage, e.g., gigabytes;

[0098] Utilization, e.g., as a percentage of available storage;

[0099] Costs;

[00100] Physical attributes, e.g., power consumption, floor space used, etc.;

[00101] Performance; and

[00102] Failure rates.

[00103] As those of skill in the art will appreciate, additional data series types may be of

interest to various different users, and therefore the above list is not intended to be

exhaustive.

[00104] Another modeling parameter specifies confidence levels and risk factors for the

model. Still another specifies model methodologies, including in one embodiment, a single

algorithm; a tournament; or multiple selected algorithms.

[00105] In addition to specifying modeling parameters, the user also can specify basic

parameters, which in one embodiment include whether the scenario is public or private and,

if public, whether it is writeable as well as readable; whether the scenario is active, i.e.

whether it should be evaluated after each collection occurs; and whether any special query

association tags apply.

[00106] With the modeling and basic parameters specified, a model can now be

generated according to those parameters. UI 6400 in one embodiment passes a message

including the scenario and parameters via client communication process 6010, 6020 to



supervisor 3200 via client interface 5000. Supervisor 3200 uses communication processes

3280, 3281 (Fig. 2) to route the message to analysis/modeling function 3100.

[00107] Analysis/modeling function 3100 receives the message via communication

processes 3110, 3120 (Fig. 4), and passes the supplied data series and parameters to

modeling process 3130. Modeling process 3130 and analysis engine 3150 analyze the

supplied data series to identify trends, seasonality, special events, and other factors, which

are then used by modeler 3130 along with the scenario model parameters to generate a

model of the supplied data series. In one embodiment, the model of the supplied data series

is generated using techniques such as those found in Forecast Pro, available from Business

Forecast Systems Inc., of Belmont, Mass. In one embodiment, in addition to the generated

data series, the modeler provides data indicating the statistical relevance and other model

validity data, such as correlation coefficients.

[00108] Modeler 3130 then passes the resulting model data and relevance and validity

data back to supervisor 3200 via analysis/modeling communication layers 3110, 3120.

Supervisor 3200 uses communications processes 3280, 3281 to determine that the message is

intended for client 6000 and routes the message to client workbench forecasting module

6230 (Fig. 6). Client workbench forecasting module 6230 uses the client UI 6400 to display

the original data series 9200 (Fig. 9), the new modeled data series 9100 ("fitted data"), and a

visualization of the relevance and validity data. The resulting model can in one

embodiment be saved for future viewing on client dashboard watch-list 6310 (Fig. 6).

[00109] If the user instructs system 100 to save the scenario, supervisor 3200 saves the

scenario information in PRISM repository 4100. The information stored in one embodiment

varies depending on where in the forecasting process the user is, and may include the

selected data series; scenario attributes and parameters; model data and related relevance

and validity data; correlation data; and forecast data.



[00110] The user can also view and edit the current data model, including changing any

of the parameters described above in order to generate a new model. The statistical model

relevance and validity guidelines previously determined can help the user select the best

possible model for the historical data sets supplied.

[00111] In one embodiment, instead of using a basic model based on a historical data

series to generate a forecast, system 100 can determine whether correlations exist between

independent data series, either singly or in combination. These correlations can be used in

conjunction with or instead of the basic model as a seed for a forecast. Correlation engine

1400 in one embodiment identifies correlations in independent data series.

[00112] System 100 in one embodiment determines correlations among any historical

data series or sets of data series, and will provide the user with feedback regarding the

degree of correlation and its statistical relevance. In another embodiment, system 100

determines correlations between historical data series and key business metrics (KBMs) or

sets of key business metrics, and reports the degree of correlation and its statistical

relevance.

[00113] Client workbench correlation module 6240 enables the creation by a user of a

correlation analysis data set (CADS), which is used to check for the existence of correlations

between one or more key business metrics and a historical data series. The CADS is used to

specify whether the correlation analysis is specific to a particular historical data series,

selected in a manner similar to the selection of a scenario described above, e.g., by

specifying data types, view, historical time period, etc., or whether the correlation analysis is

to be performed in relation to a set of historical data series grouped together by the dynamic

grouping methodology described above. In an alternative embodiment, the correlation

analysis is performed in relation to any or all groups, entities or elements tagged for general

correlation analysis.



[00114] The correlation analysis data set also specifies which KBMs should be used for

correlation; KBMs may be obtained from an imported file; they may be entered manually; or

extracted from another application or service. In one embodiment, KBMs are expressed in

the form of time-series data.

[00115] The CADS additionally specifies how the search for correlations is to be

performed, for example by mapping each KBM against the data series individually; or

mapping various user-selected combinations of KBMs against the data series.

[00116] The CADS also indicates whether the CADS itself is public or private and, if

public, whether it is readable and writeable or only readable; as well as whether the CADS

is active, i.e. whether the correlation analysis should be re-run after each collection. Special

correlation association tags are also included in the CADS in one embodiment. Finally, the

CADS file specifies correlation analysis methodologies to be used, e.g., single algorithm or

tournament.

[00117J Once the CADS has been completed, system 100 can perform the correlation

analysis. Client communication process 6010, 6020 passes a message including the CADS to

supervisor 3200 via client interface 5000. Supervisor 3200 in turn passes the message to

analysis/modeling function 3100, which receives the message and passes the CADS data and

parameters to modeler 3130 (Fig. 4). Modeling process 3130 then generates a model based

on the single KBM or based on a user-provided aggregation method for a set of KBMs.

Analysis engine 3150 searches for correlations between the supplied historical data series

and KBM-based model, and returns the results, referred to in one embodiment as a degree

of correlation report, to the modeler 3130. The results can then be displayed to the user,

indicating whether any correlation exists and including details of its statistical significance.

[00118] Modeler 3130 in one embodiment updates the CADS to include the degree of

correlation data, and passes the updated CADS back to supervisor 3200 via analysis



modeling communication layers 3HO, 3120. Supervisor 3200 in turn routes the message to

client workbench forecasting module 6230 (Fig. 6). Referring to Fig. 9, client workbench

forecasting module 6230 in one embodiment displays the original historical data series 9200

along with the KMB-based model data series 9100. In one embodiment (not shown) a

visualization of the degree of correlation data is also displayed. The view may be saved for

future viewing on client dashboard watch-list 6310 (Fig. 6).

[00119] Once the user has created a model that he finds acceptable according to the

process described above, a forecast can be generated. If no statistically relevant data is

available, or if the user wants to implement his own custom forecast or recognizes

significant changes in business or technology that may impact any forecast, then the user

may choose to generate a custom forecast using, for example, Bold Freehand Extrapolation

(BFE). Alternatively, if historical analysis has a large degree of statistical relevance to the

user and he believes that usage and utilization are historically consistent, a time series

analysis may be used. Or, if the user has observed a close correlation with key business

metrics and wishes to use projected business trends to derive a forecast, business trend

based forecasting may be appropriate. We discuss each.

BFE (Bold Freehand Extrapolation) Forecasting

[00120] In one embodiment, a BFE forecast is generated using client workbench

forecasting module 6230 (Fig. 6). Referring now to Fig. 7, there is shown an illustration of a

BFE forecasting analysis in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[00121] Because BFE forecast generation is not based strictly only historical data, the user

may begin with no data, some data, or a single point of data. The user initially chooses a

known starting point 7100. For a group with only a historical collected single data point,

that data point is the starting point. For a group with multiple historical collected data

points, the last data point, that is, the most recently collected data point, is the default



starting point in one embodiment. The user can, however, pick any historical points as a

starting point.

[00122] Next, the user can enter graph segments 7200. The user in one embodiment can

choose the length of the segment, for example the end date 7400 on the x-axis; and whether

the segment is linear or exponential. Following this, the user picks a fixed end value, which

is a point on the y-axis 7500. If the user previously selected a linear segment, then the two

points are connected by a line. If the user selected an exponential segment, then the user

can adjust inflection point 7300, for example by dragging it left or right. The reslting graph

is a forecast chart as illustrated in Fig. 7.

[00123] Referring to Fig. 8 as will be appreciated by those of skill in the art, the user can

extend the BFE forecast by adding additional segments 8002, 8003, 8004, 8005 or modifying a

segment endpoint 8300. The end point can be moved left or right, up or down. Moving the

end point changes the start point for the next segment. If the subsequent segment has a

fixed end value, that point remains fixed and system 100 reconnects a new start point with

the old end point, retaining the linear or exponential aspect of the segment. Alternatively, if

the subsequent segment has an end value determined by system 100, then system 100 re¬

evaluates the new ending value, keeping the linear/exponential and rate of change values

fixed, but adjusting the end point. The next segment may be affected by this process as well.

This process continues until system 100 reaches a segment with a fixed end value. The user

can also extend the BFE forecast by setting the y-axis threshold 8600.

[00124] In addition, the user can activate or inactivate the forecast, and can save the

forecast as public (with or without write access) or private.



TSA (Time Series Analysis)

[00125] After the user has historical data plotted and a statistically relevant model of that

data as exemplified by the graph in Fig. 7, he can begin to generate a forecast using system

100. In using a time series analysis (TSA), the user has elected to project the future based

purely on the past. In one embodiment, a TSA forecast is generated using client workbench

forecasting module 6230.

[00126] The user initially can select a forecast horizon and a confidence level for the

resulting forecast. The scenario and forecast parameters are passed via the supervisor 3200

to analysis/modeling function 3100 and then to modeling process 3130 (Fig. 4). Modeling

process 3130 in conjunction with forecast engine 3140 uses the model associated with the

scenario to generate a simple TSA forecast. The modeling process 3130 then passes the

resulting forecast data back through analysis/modeling communication layers 3110, 3120

and supervisor 3200 to client workbench forecasting module 6230. Referring now to Fig. 10,

client workbench forecasting module 6230, using client UI 6400, displays the original data

series 120, the modeled data series 130, and the forecast 140. In one embodiment, the

confidence level is indicated by a shaded region with upper and lower curves 150, 160. As

with the BFE forecast, the resulting display data can be saved for future viewing on the

client dashboard watch-list 6310.

[00127] In addition, the user can further refine the visualization and annotate the graph,

setting the y-axis thresholds and x-axis points, and including any associated notations. The

user can then set the forecast as active or inactive, and can set the scenario to be public or

private.



BTF (Business Trend based Forecasting)

[00128] The results generated by system 100 provide the user with a model based on key

business metrics with a known degree of correlation, mapping a key business metric or set

of metrics to historical data. Using a set of business projections as metrics, e.g., a projection

of how the historical business metric data may act in support of business goals, the user can

then align future storage needs with the strategic goals of the business.

[00129] A business trend forecast is generated by system 100 in one embodiment using

client workbench forecasting module 6230. Using forecasting module 6230, the user selects

a forecast horizon; a confidence level for the resulting forecast; and imports or generates a

business trend metrics data series.

[00130] A business trend metrics data series is entered manually by the user in one

embodiment via UI 6400. Alternatively, system 100 can extract the data series from other

business management tools such as SAP or ERP, or can import a file containing the data

series from a specified location. In one embodiment, the data series is comma-separated

values (csv)-formatted time series data. The set of business trends creates a scenario—a

representation of a possible future—that can be used to generate a forecast. These business

trends can be thought of as future data points to key business metrics.

[00131] After specifying the business trend metrics data series, a forecast is generated.

The supplied scenario parameters and CADS are passed via supervisor 3200 to

analysis/modeling function 3100, and on to modeling process 3130. Modeling process 3130

together with forecast engine 3140 in one embodiment uses a multivariate model to generate

a forecast based on the scenario and business trends data. The modeler 3130 then passes the

resulting forecast data back through supervisor 3200 and analysis/modeling communication

layers 3110, 3120 and to client workbench forecasting module 6230, which, referring to Fig.

10, displays the original data series 120, the modeled data series 130 and the forecast 140 to



the user. In addition, the confidence level may be indicated by shading, or upper and lower

curves 150, 160. The results can also be saved for future viewing on client dashboard watch-

list 6310.

[00132] In addition, the user can further refine the visualization and annotate the graph,

setting the y-axis thresholds and x-axis points, and including any associated notations. The

user can then set the forecast as active or inactive, and can set the scenario to be public or

private.

Automatic Updating

[00133] As noted above, a scenario can be marked as active or inactive. An active

scenario indicates that models and forecasts associated with that scenario are to be updated

after each data collection cycle. Since queries, described below, are in one embodiment

based on a forecast data series, automatic updating of scenarios ensures that a user's storage

capacity plans are automatically updated to match changing technology usage and business

data.

[00134] Supervisor 3320 posts collection updates as they occur for any active associations

or groups. Active forecast scenarios are then updated by supervisor 3200 based on newly

collected data as well as any changes to established dynamic associations. Any active

queries are then reevaluated, and any specified associated actions are then taken.

[00135] Additionally, a set of scenario parameters can be tagged as applicable to each

group formed with a corresponding tag. In this manner, a scenario can be applied in batch

to a set of groups rather than having to be applied individually to each group. In one

embodiment, supervisor 3230 retrieves any active scenarios and associations that have been

tagged as applicable to groups with a corresponding tag, applies the scenario parameters to

each of those groups and re-saves the new scenario models.



Querying

[00136] To facilitate capacity planning, system 100 enables analysis of existing historical

and predicted future data. By querying the data, a user can discover existing conditions and

predicted future events, support or disprove current theories, learn of trends or discover

heretofore unknown aspects of their environment. The query mechanism is both

interactive—enabling the user to learn in real time—and persistent, so that queries are

updated without requiring additional user interaction as the underlying data changes.

Users assign actions to be taken in the event of a non-null query, including providing

notification to a user or group of users, generating and reporting a list of tasks

recommended to be performed, and execution of a secondary program or process.

[00137] A user can create, modify and save a query. Using client browser 6100, the user

.first defines a scope for the query. The scope specifies the set of elements, entities, groups,

or forecasts against which the query is to be run. If the user indicates that he wishes to

create a new query, workbench 6200 and query module 6220 (Fig. 6) are invoked to create

the query.

[00138] Using queries module 6220, the user creates a rule of the form:

[00139]

Return X from Y if [parameters]
where X is any specific entity or element type object;
Yis an existing group, or is an entire scope of known entities;
Parameters are those known attributes, either collected or determined,

relevant to the group and entity or element type.

[00140] A rule may include only a single object/attribute pair, or it may be complex, for

example with queries including multiple object/attribute pairs joined with Boolean



operators; or the inclusion of a time element, for example first occurrence, last occurrence,

all occurrences.

[00141] In one embodiment, the user also can specify basic parameters, including

whether the query is public or private and, if public, whether it is writeable as well as

readable; whether the query is active, i.e. whether it should be evaluated after each

collection occurs; and whether any special forecast association tags apply.

[00142] Next, the user indicates which associated actions or tasks are to be taken based

on the results of the query, who, if anyone, should receive a notification or alert when the

action is to take place, and by what means should the notification be delivered; and how

immediately the action should be taken based on the query result. The user then saves the

query and can execute it.

[00143] The user may execute the query immediately, for example as a test. When

executed, client queries process 6220 first performs a logical error check of the formal query,

in one embodiment. Any errors are then provided to the user to be corrected. Semantic

rule checking is provided by in one embodiment providing the user with a valid set of

parameters based upon the object or attributes being used. The client then sends a message

to supervisor 3200 with the query rule and its associated parameters and attributes.

Supervisor 3200 uses its SQL gen/query builder process 3250 (Fig. 2) to translate the rule

created by client queries module 6220 into a SQL statement, which is then passed to PRISM

4000 for evaluation. PRISM 4000 evaluates the query for any non-null results and any

requested output parameters and provides the results to supervisor 3200 which, in turn,

composes a message back to client 6000 with the results. In one embodiment, if no valid

entities match the conditions established by the query, a null response is returned to client

6000.



[00144] If any tasks or actions are associated with the query, and the query is marked as

active, then supervisor notifications and tasks module 3240 (Fig. 2) takes the specified

actions and performs the requested tasks. If requested by the user, the user is notified via

UI 6400 of the actions being taken and the tasks being performed.

[00145] Supervisor 3200 then sends results to the client 6000 via client interface 5000.

Client 6000 then uses UI 6400 to display query results to the user. The results in one

embodiment are displayed in a chart format or graphical style. The display of the results

may additionally include historical data for the set of items being analyzed, in one

embodiment. If so, supervisor 3200 retrieves the historical data from PRISM 4000. The

resulting analysis data can be saved for future viewing on client dashboard watch-list 6310.

[00146] If the user indicates he would like to save the query, the query rule and its

associated parameters and attributes are sent in a message to supervisor 3200, which saves

the query information to the PRISM 4000 repository. In one embodiment, both the query

textual rule and the derived SQL statement are both stored. In addition, all query

parameters are stored, including whether the query is public or private and, if public,

whether it is readable and writeable or only readable; whether the query is active or

inactive, and any association tags that may be part of the query.

[00147] In addition to creating a new query, a user can also modify an existing query,

which can then be re-saved, or saved as a new query.

[00148] In one embodiment, for each active query, supervisor 3000 and PRISM 4000

reevaluate the query rule and take specified actions based on the latest collected data. Data

discovery /collection module 1000 first informs supervisor 3200 that a collection process has

completed. Supervisor 3200 then informs PRISM 4000 of the completion. PRISM 4000 uses

its task/notification/query stored procedures 4230 (Fig. 3) to reevaluate any active queries,

updating views 4320 and processed values tables 4312. Supervisor notifications and tasks



process 3240 (Fig. 2) then performs any specified tasks and supplies any specified

notifications.

[00149] Note that while the above description uses terms such as "electronic storage"

and "storage capacity management/' it is not intend to limit the described invention to such

an environment. Further the term "enterprise data center" is used above to refer to a

corporate computation environment that has been imbued with the processes and methods

described; any computing environment may be an appropriate setting in which to use the

described systems and methods.

[00150] Further, although the present invention has been described in terms of capacity

management for electronic storage, it can also be applied to solving capacity planning in supply chain

analysis, bandwidth analysis, and other instances in which supply is constrained and a need for

forecasting additional supply requirements exists.

[00151] The present invention has been described in particular detail with respect to a

limited number of embodiments. Those of skill in the art will appreciate that the invention

may additionally be practiced in other embodiments. First, the particular naming of the

components, capitalization of terms, the attributes, data structures, or any other

programming or structural aspect is not mandatory or significant, and the mechanisms that

implement the invention or its features may have different names, formats, or protocols.

Further, the system may be implemented via a combination of hardware and software, as

described, or entirely in hardware elements or entirely in software elements. Also, the

particular division of functionality between the various system components described

herein is merely exemplary, and not mandatory; functions performed by a single system

component may instead be performed by multiple components, and functions performed by

multiple components may instead performed by a single component. For example, the

particular functions of the map data provider, map image provider and so forth may be



provided in many or one module. For example, in alternative embodiments, portions of

system 100 reside on an entity being collected from; PRISM module 4000 executes on a

processing unit separate from supervisor 3200; and the like.

[00152] Some portions of the above description present the feature of the present

invention in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on information.

These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the means used by those skilled in

the art to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art.

These operations, while described functionally or logically, are understood to be

implemented by computer programs. Furthermore, it has also proven convenient at times,

to refer to these arrangements of operations as modules or code devices, without loss of

generality.

[00153] It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms are to be

associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels

applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as apparent from the

present discussion, it is appreciated that throughout the description, discussions utilizing

terms such as "processing" or "computing" or "calculating" or "determining" or

"displaying" or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer system, or similar

electronic computing device, that manipulates and transforms data represented as physical

(electronic) quantities within the computer system memories or registers or other such

information storage, transmission or display devices.

[00154] Certain aspects of the present invention include process steps and instructions

described herein in the form of an algorithm. It should be noted that the process steps and

instructions of the present invention could be embodied in software, firmware or hardware,

and when embodied in software, could be downloaded to reside on and be operated from

different platforms used by real time network operating systems.



[00155] The present invention also relates to an apparatus for performing the operations

herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purposes, or it may

comprise a general-purpose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer

program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer

readable storage medium, such as, but is not limited to, any type of disk including floppy

disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs),

random access memories (RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards,

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), or any type of media suitable for storing

electronic instructions, and each coupled to a computer system bus. Furthermore, the

computers referred to in the specification may include a single processor or may be

architectures employing multiple processor designs for increased computing capability.

[00156] The algorithms and displays presented herein are not inherently related to any

particular computer or other apparatus. Various general-purpose systems may also be used

with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to

construct more specialized apparatus to perform the required method steps. The required

structure for a variety of these systems will appear from the description above. In addition,

the present invention is not described with reference to any particular programming

language. It is appreciated that a variety of programming languages may be used to

implement the teachings of the present invention as described herein, and any references to

specific languages are provided for disclosure of enablement and best mode of the present

invention.

[00157] The figures depict preferred embodiments of the present invention for purposes

of illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following

discussion that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein

may be employed without departing from the principles of the invention described herein.



[00158] Finally, it should be noted that the language used in the specification has been

principally selected for readability and instructional purposes, and may not have been

selected to delineate or circumscribe the inventive subject matter. Accordingly, the

disclosure of the present invention is intended to be illustrative, but not limiting, of the

scope of the invention.

[00159] We claim:



CLAMS

1. A computer-implemented method for forecasting electronic data storage

requirements, the method comprising:

identifying a plurality of entities located on a network;

collecting storage-related information from each of the plurality of identified entities;

and

forecasting, based on the collected information, storage requirements for a future

time period.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein identifying a plurality of entities located on the

network further comprises:

receiving criteria for entities to be identified;

querying the network to identify the entities matching the received criteria; and

generating a result list, the result list identifying the entities matching the received

criteria and discovered from the query.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein collecting storage-related information from each

of the plurality of identified entities further comprises:

receiving criteria for storage-related information to be collected;

collecting the storage-related information from the identified plurality of entities, the

plurality of entities including a first set of entities supplying storage capacity,

and a second set of entities consuming storage capacity provided by the first set

of entities;

correlating the storage-related information from first set of entities with the storage-

related information from the second set of entities to determine a mapping; and



wherein forecasting storage requirements for the future time period further

comprises forecasting an amount of storage capacity of the first set of entities that

will be consumed during the future time period by the second set of entities.

4. A system for forecasting electronic data storage requirements, comprising:

a plurality of storage devices, each device associated with at least one host;

a discovery engine adapted to identify the storage devices forming the plurality of

storage devices;

a collection engine, coupled to the discovery engine, adapted to collect storage-

related information from the identified storage devices;

an analysis module, coupled to the collection engine, for analyzing historical storage

usage from the storage-related information; and

a forecasting module, coupled to the analysis module, adapted to forecast storage

requirements for a future time period.

5. A computer program product for forecasting electronic data storage

requirements, the computer program product stored on a computer readable medium and

configured to cause a computer processor to execute the steps of:

identifying a plurality of entities located on a network;

collecting storage-related information from each of the plurality of identified entities;

and

forecasting, based on the collected information, storage requirements for a future

time period.



6. The computer program product of claim 5 wherein identifying a plurality of

entities located on the network further comprises:

receiving criteria for entities to be identified;

querying the network to identify the entities matching the received criteria; and

generating a result list, the result list identifying the entities matching the received

criteria and discovered from the query.

7. The computer program product of claim 5 wherein collecting storage-related

information from each of the plurality of identified entities further comprises:

receiving criteria for storage-related information to be collected;

collecting the storage-related information from the identified plurality of entities, the

plurality of entities including a first set of entities supplying storage capacity,

and a second set of entities consuming storage capacity provided by the first set

of entities;

correlating the storage-related information from first set of entities with the storage-

related information from the second set of entities to determine a mapping; and

wherein forecasting storage requirements for the future time period further

comprises forecasting an amount of storage capacity of the first set of entities that

will be consumed during the future time period by the second set of entities.
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